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History of Premiere Group
“To build up a future, you have to know the past.”
Premiere Group – A company that illustrated miracles in the past two
years. Many people may wonder how it develops in such a rapid speed…
On the 1st of January 2010,
Premiere‟s swift entrance to the
freight industry shook the market.
When Premiere was first opened, all
offices were set up almost at the
same time in China, Hong Kong and
Taiwan. All our offices are not only
representative offices, but are
official registered with Class A
license.
Very
soon,
Premiere
becomes a well-known brand in
China
because
of
its
quick
development. With the aim of
expanding our network, Premiere has
successfully set up an office in
Singapore early this year as well in
Chongqing and Xiamen.

Additionally, Premiere believes in the
concept of investing in people, which is
why we choose to recruit fresh graduates
annually. With their input of new ideas,
they will be able to make a difference in
the company. In this way, Premiere
would not be a rigid and inflexible
organization.
With
this
concept,
Premiere is unlike other traditional
Chinese company but a young and
dynamic international company with
incredibly tidy layout.

Premiere is unique in its own way.
Mainly because Premiere is solely
owned by our CEO, Mr. Alex Liu,
hence, it has a clear structure and
hierarchy. Decisions could be made
within a short period of time and
prompt actions can be carried out
immediately when needed.
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Christmas Celebration in Different Places
CHINA

Paper lanterns –
Christmas Traditions in China

Stores assistants often wear Santa
hats with green and red accessories.

In Chinese, Christmas is known as 圣诞
节 (Shèng dàn jié) and is literally
translated as the birth of the saint. It
is not a legal holiday in China because
the majority of Chinese people are
not Christian. However, in recent
years, Christmas is getting popular
and is celebrated with keen interest,
especially in large cities like Hong
Kong,
Beijing,
Shanghai
and
Guangzhou, where there are a large
number of expats.
Whereas Americans are busy with
worshipping, wrapping gifts, singing
carols and awaiting Santa's arrival,
most Chinese are remembering their
ancestors. Christmas in China is a
time of remembrance for those
already passed and photos are hung
out of respect for them. It is not a
time of sadness, but a time for
celebration.

In late November, department stores
in China will be decorated with
Christmas trees (known as “Trees of
Light”), twinkling lights and festive
decorations. In China, most of the
decorations are folded intricate
papers which form flowers, lanterns
and chains on the tree. It is common
to see Christmas decorations in
February or hear Christmas music at
cafes in July.
The irony is while China exports a lot
of Christmas spirit in the form of
cheap plastic toys and mass
produced ornaments, some families
prefer to have a small Christmas tree
instead. Few homes have Christmas
lights strung outside or candles in the
windows.

HONG KONG

Sparkling Christmas at Hong Kong
DIsneyland

In Hong Kong, there are two days
of public holidays (25th & 26th Dec)
for Christmas and it is considered
a
major
retail
period.
Hongkongese regard Christmas as
one of the biggest festivals in
Hong Kong and it is as significant
as Chinese New Year. Christmas
trees are found in major malls and
other public buildings and some in
homes as well. Many buildings will
be decked out in glorious
Christmas lights.
In addition, the malls will try to
attract customers through special
Christmas displays, decorations
and entertainment. Without a
doubt, there are also Christmas
sales in Hong Kong, especially
cosmetics products and the price
would be the lowest among the
whole year.

Night scenery
filled with
Christmas
lightings

Tsim Sha Tsui
Centre has the
largest piece of
festive lighting in
the world.

It is a norm for all companies in Hong
Kong and schools to have Christmas
Party. Besides that, there are parties
usually held in Lan Kwai Fung which
attract the foreigners to celebrate
during Christmas. Comparing to other
cities in China, Hong Kong is
considered the most westernized and
with the most joyful Christmas
atmosphere.
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Christmas Celebration in Different Places
TAIWAN

Taiwan’s Santa Bus -drivers

Streets are decked out in
lightings and decorations

Although Christmas is not celebrated
as a national holiday in Taiwan, it is
certainly noticeable. Usually during
Christmas, Taiwanese bake cakes,
cook delicate cuisines and wear fine
clothes for parties, and eventually it
becomes an occasion for all.
In addition, youngster will gather
with friends at restaurant, bars and
KTV to celebrate Christmas. Many
non-Christians Taiwanese get equally
attracted to this festival; hence it
has spread all over the area.

During
Christmas‟
season,
departmental stores and streets are
filled with decorations and will
provide
series
of
promotional
activities. Most stores will provide
30%~50% sales and some international
branded stores will provide the final
sales.
Taiwanese set out shopping, and
gathers
in
food-marts
and
restaurants, thus the merchants of
various businesses earn much more
revenue during this time.
If
considering the commercial aspects
of Christmas in Taiwan, it definitely
is being treated as an important
festival of the locality these days.

SINGAPORE

People are under the gigantic lightup Christmas tree in Singapore

Did you know?
1 out of 5 overseas
visitors to the Christmas
Light-up is a repeat
visitor!
(Source: Singapore Tourism
Board Survey)

Christmas is an official public holiday
in Singapore and is widely celebrated
by Singaporeans. Companies in
Singapore
usually
arrange
gift
exchange programs on the last
working day before Christmas.

Hence, many choose to
their winter holiday in
because the tropical island
season like Christmas
festivities with such fervor.

During Christmas season, most of the
shopping malls and businesses will
have their year-end sales. They will
offer discounts and promotions that
tie in with the festivities. In
addition, the magnificent Christmas
light-up along Orchard Road often
attract numerous visitors, local and
tourist. The glitzy street will have
other activities such as caroling,
concerts and parades.
Magnificent light-up in
Besides that, there are fabulous
parties such as Marina Bay Singapore
Countdown and ZoukOut to round-up
this month-long event.

celebrate
Singapore
embraces
and its

Children are enjoying
the artificial “snow”
made out of soap at
Tanglin Mall

front of Ion Orchard
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Breaking Economic News!
According to a poll,
45% voted they would
rather skip Christmas
this year…
Think Finance, a provider of
payday loans and other
financial
services
for
consumers with limited or no
access to banking services,
recently
surveyed
1,000
America across all income
levels who use various forms
of
alternative
financial
services.
Although many of these
consumers are on better
financial
footing
and
optimistic
about
their
economic future this year,
the holidays are still a source
of stress and strain on their
precarious finances, Think
Finance said in the poll.
Some 45 percent of those
polled said the holiday
season brings so much
financial
pressure,
they
would prefer to skip it
altogether. Almost half said
their level of stress related
to holiday expenses is high or
extremely high.

A line of container trucks heading to
nearby ports

China National Aviation Corporation (CNAC) Association issued
largest air freight penalty and disqualified agents’ qualification…
Many incidents have been happening
in the air cargo forwarding industry
recently as a few agents did not
declare the name of the goods
accurately, lied and have the
intentions to hide the fact of
„Dangerous goods‟ cargoes from the
authorities.
These
appalling
behaviors have forced CNAC to issue
a maximum fine ticket to the
respective agents. With all these
fraudulent conduct, the customs will
be imposing stricter laws to prevent
similar actions to happen again and
checking will be done critically in
future.
This is mainly due to the
rectification of the air cargo agents
on 22nd October this year, China
Southern Airline CZ6524, the onboard cargoes started to burn
shortly after landing at Dalian,
Liaoning.

After investigation, it was found
that the parcels contained windresistant matches had ignited on its
own which caused a fire breakout,
the product is a 4.1 class embargo
dangerous goods.
Hence, there are four forwarders
including Shanghai Yuantong Express
Co. Ltd and Yunda Express were
found violating the aviation rules.
They have been revoked from their
air cargo agent qualification; the
airline has also terminated the
related cooperation.
Currently, two of the courier
companies are suffering badly due
to the penalty imposed on them.
The in-charge person told reporters
that their business has declined 20
percent.

Manufacturers urged to expand globally to help boost foreign
trade and enhance brand image of ‘made-in-China’ goods…
According to a senior commerce
official, China is looking at ways to
encourage domestic manufacturers to
expand overseas networks to boost
shipments and promote branding amid
a gloomy outlook for exports and
falling global demand.

Besides
that,
the
traditional
advantages for Chinese exporters,
such as low labour costs are severely
challenged, and time is pressing for
them to foster new competitive
edges
in
technology,
quality,
branding and service.

Since the start of the global financial
crisis in 2008, China‟s exporters are
experiencing the toughest time.
Hence, the ministry has decided to
draft a mid and long term plan on
building up the international sales and
marketing network especially in
emerging
markets
for
Chinese
exporters.

In September, the State Council
announced a series of measures to
maintain trade growth including
speeding up export tax rebates,
reducing companies‟ administrative
cost and lowering financing costs for
small and micro-sized enterprises.

The ministry said that more than 83%
of Chinese investment deals in sales
and marketing abroad were worth less
than $1million each. In 2011, only 4%
of China‟s exports were realized
through manufacturers‟ global sales
networks.

The ministry will try to support
traditional exporters in setting up or
expanding their sales and marketing
network abroad. In addition, Chinese
retail
and
wholesale
service
providers are being encouraged to
establish their presence abroad to
help the country‟s exporters increase
their sales.
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Premiere’s Contacts
SHANGHAI HEAD OFFICE
Alex Liu (CEO) –
alex.liu@sha.premiere-logistics.com
Kiki Liu (GM) –
kiki.liu@sha.premiere-logistics.com
Jerry Hachey (Commercial Director) –
jerry.h@sha.premiere-logistics.com
Marketing Team:
Amy Qu –
amy.qu@sha.premiere-logistics.com
Stephanie Pan –
stephanie.pan@sha.premiere-logistics.com
Anne Song –
anne.song@sha.premiere-logistics.com

HONG KONG OFFICE

SINGAPORE OFFICE

Dave Chan –
dave.chan@premierehkg.com

Yanie Salim –
yanie@sin.premiere-logistics.com

Marketing Team:
Christy Wong christy.wong@premierehkg.com

Marketing Team:
Shermaine Leow shermaine@sin.premiere-logistics.com

Gisele Hui –
gisele.hui@premierehkg.com

TAIWAN OFFICE

BEIJING OFFICE

Liv Chou –
liv.chou@tpe.premiere-logistics.com

Sandy Yang –
sandy.yang@bjs.premiere-logistics.com

CHENGDU OFFICE

CHONG QING OFFICE

Sunny Lee –
sunny.lee@ctu.premiere-logistics.com

Amy Yang –
amy.yang@ckg.premiere-logistics.com

DALIAN OFFICE

FUZHOU OFFICE

Anne Zhang –
anne.zhang@dlc.premiere-logistics.com

Stephanie Wei –
stephanie.wei@foc.premiere-logistics.com
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Premiere’s Contacts
GUANGZHOU OFFICE

KUNMING OFFICE

Silvia He –
silvia.he@can.premiere-logistics.com

Grace Zhou –
grace.zhou@kmg.premiere-logistics.com

NANJING OFFICE

NINGBO OFFICE

Laura Qu –
laura.qu@nkg.premiere-logistics.com

Ada Chen –
ada.chen@ngb.premiere-logistics.com

QINGDAO OFFICE

SHENZHEN OFFICE

Cheria Lee –
cheria.lee@tao.premiere-logistics.com

Cat Lee –
cat.lee@szx.premiere-logistics.com

TIANJIN OFFICE

WUHAN OFFICE

Jenny Wang –
jenny.wang@tsn.premiere-logistics.com

Michelle Tang –
michelle.tang@wuh.premiere-logistics.com

XIAMEN OFFICE

XI’AN OFFICE

Dora Hong –
dora.hong@xmn.premiere-logistics.com

Fiona Yao –
fiona.yao@sia.premiere-logistics.com

Visit us at
www.premiere-logistics.com
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